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Trouble, Honey is the sparkling new album from Vienna‘s Sex Jams, and a record that brings together in unholy matrimony the pop panache of Blondie with
moments that could be Dinosaur Jr at their fuzzy finest. Released on March 1st
2013 on the Austrian capital‘s Siluh Records, Trouble, Honey looks certain to
add to the Sex Jams’ growing reputation.

SEX JAMS. TROUBLE, HONEY
The Definition of Sex Jams
„Sex“: XXX
„Jam”: - a fruity preserve that usually goes on bread
- to get together with people to play music
- slang term for money, started in urban cities in the Midwest
- a party, hopefully with lots of free beer
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golden boy, Wolfgang Möstl.
Founding member of shoegazer experimentalists, Killed
by 9v Batteries the prodigious Möstl keeps himself busy
and at the forefront of Austria’s noise-pop scene with not
only this full-throttle contribution to Sex Jams, but also
his lo-fi bedroom project turned ambitious hi-fi group
Mile Me Deaf, a group also consisting of fellow Sex Jams,
Florian and Rudi. Recently described by The Line of Best
Fit as the genius you’ve never heard of, Möstl’s seemingly
endless output of ever-strengthening material can only
go towards improving upon this statement.
It’s fun to be in the Sex Jams gang. Watching their videos

TRACKLIST
1. Beauty Is A Beast
2. Shark Vs. Apple (Single No. 1)
3. Twists And Turns
4. Deicer
5. Bounding Into Distance
6. We Seek
7. I Call Myself A Rocket
8. September
9. Science Of Shapes (Single No. 2)
10. Just Kids
11. Wild Curse
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